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Expressio ns obtained earl ier [1, 2] 3 for th e calculation of diffraction du e to condu cting 
obstacles wi t h smooth cylindrical surfaces, are general ized to obliq ue incid e nce and to s ur
faces of conical shape. The derivation is based on a generalized cOll cept of t he Greell 's 
fUll ctio n and on the usc of co rrective factors that take t he same p lace as co rrect ions int ro
duced by other authors in to the t heory of diffraction by aper t ures. The final expressions 
for con ical obstacles and oblique in Gidence are very simila r to those for cy lindri cal obstacles. 
The r esults are comp>Lred with scale model measurements. 

1. Introduction 

Kirchhoff's theory for the solu tion of diffraction problems can be gen eralized to be ap
plicable to the case of scattering by cylindrical obstacles with smooth surfaces. In two r ecent 
publications [1, 2] it has been shown that the predictions of this theory are in good agree
ment with experiments. In addition , J. R. Wait and A. M. Concla [3] have derived numerical 
results from a different theory which are also in agreement with our own experimental and 
t heOl'etical conclusions. 

An object of the present paper is a furthcr generalization of our investigations to con ical 
obstacles and oblique incidence. Another object is a mOl'e thoro ugh jus tification of th e theo
retical p rocedure used previously [1]. 

2 . Ba sic Theory 

In figure 1, Tl represents a transmitter , T2 a receiver , and Z a perfectly conducting ob
stacle of cylind rical shape between the two stations. Greel1's theorem (1) can be used to 
calculate the field E at receiver T2 • 

E = - - G ---E' - dS. 1 If( oE' oG) 
47r On On (1) 

The integration is extended over the entire plane 2: separating the two stations, the 
normal n points inwards, E' is the radiation at the plane :s and G is Green's function . If 
th e field E' and Green's function were rigorously known the field E could be rigorously cal
culated from (1). Neither E' nor G are known , but approximate values can be obtained by 
the following reasoning. 

Incident radiation travels directly from TI to V . In addition, some radiation is reflected 
at point 8 1 of the obstacle andl'eaches point V. The sum of these two radiations is used as 
E' in eq (1). 

Such a procedure obviously involves two approximations: (a) Strictly speaking the 
radiation reflected from a curved surface cannot be calculated from geometrical optics. How
ever , the curvature of the obstacle is assumed to be small enough so that geometrical optics 
is a permissible approximation. (b ) As is typical for Kirchhoff's theory, the unperturbed 
incident field is substituted for the true field in the plane of integration. 

1 Contribution from Resea rch Laboratories, R CA Vi ctor Company, Ltd ., 1rontrea l, Ca nadu. 
2 Present address: 59 Fuller Ave., P.O. Box liB, Webster, N. Y . 
3 Fi gures in brackets indicate the li terature references at the end of this paper. 
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Turning next t.o the discussiun of Green's Junction , we recall that G is the field at T2 
when a unit source 0[' radiation is located at V. When the effect of obstacles is neglected 

(2) 

where R2 is the distance from V to T2, and k= 27r/X is the wave number. This basic form of 
Green's function is used for the solution of many simple diffraction problems. 

The correct form 0[' Green's function must, however, satisfy the boundary conditions at 
the obstacle Z [4 to 7]. In the case of plane obstacles tile image of V is added as a virtual 
source of radiation. In the present case, an approximate form of Green's function is obtained 
by adding to the expression of eq (2 ), the reflccted radiation traveling from V via 8 2 to T". 
A necessary precondition for such a procedure is that geometrical optics is a sufficiently accurate 
approximation for the calculation of the reflected rad iation. 

Another justification for the use of this approximation follows [rom the property of Green's 
function to be symmetrical in the coordinates of V and T2 • Placing a unit source of radiation 
at T2 and calculating its field at V is essentially the same problem as calculat ing the incident 
field at V due to a source at TJ• Hence, it is reasonable to use the same method for the deter
mination of E' and G, thereby automatically satisfying the reciprocity theorem. 

Summarizing the preceding considerations we state that 

(3) 

(4) 

can be expected to be useful approximations Jor the field in plane 'Z and for Green's function. 
The meaning of the distances RJ, R;, 1"1, .• • can be taken from figure 1. The symbols 

DivJ and Div2 denote divergence factors [8] that take care of the loss of intensity when radia
tion is reflected by a curved surface. The factor p is chfl:erent for vertical and horizontal 
polarization. It will be further discussed at the cnd of this section and in section 3.2(d) . 

FIG U RE 1. Notat ion fo r diffraction by a cylindl·ical obstacle. 

In applying equation (1) use will be made of the inequality 

kl'»l (5) 

so that the derivatives of E' and G are 

(6) 

oG . e- jkR2 .. e- jkIR; + '2] 

On = -Jk H2 cos (R2,n)-Jk p Dlv2 R;+ 1'2 cos (r2,n). (7) 
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Substi tu tion of (3), (4), (6), and (7) into (1) , yields the sum of four terms, the first one being 
exactly the sam e as when the obstacle is a conducting balf plane. This term is called kniJe 
edge term. It is characterized by t he pa th of r itdiation T jV T2• 

The other t erms which ar e called halo terms, can be characterized in a similar m ann er by 
the pa ths of radia tion which ar e TISI V T2 , 1\ V SzTz, TIS) V S2T2. It is seen that the treatment 
of the problem is very similar to what is generally known as four-ray-theory [9] of a knife edge 
obstacle over plane conducting ground . In tha t. theory the factors p have different v alues for 
parallel and perpendicular polarization. For a perfec tly conducting plane earth, 

PII= - 1 (8) 

pl.=+ 1 (9) 

Since geometrical optics has been used to calcula te the fi eld refl ccLed by the obstacle it 
would appear th at the same values must be used Jor P in connection wi th th e presen t Lh eory. 
However , a bett er appro}'."imation can be ob tained based on the succeeding arguments. 

As m en tiollecl at the beginning of this section , a correct value for E would be ob tained hom 
(1) if the correct fi eld values of E ' were known in pI rUl e 2 . Instead the values of Lhe inciden t 
field arc substi tu ted for E' . In tbe analogous case of diffraction by a circular aperture, Braun
bek [10] could improve the resul ts by addmg, to t he inciden t field , field values neitr tbe rim of 
the aper ture which ll e derived hom Sommerfeld's [11] electromagnetic theory of the d iHraction 
field ncar t he straigh t edge of an infinite half-plnne. The same approach has been used by H . 
Levine [12] in his trea tment of the Sflme problem . 

In t he presen t case of scatterin g by a cylindrical obstacle a similar improvemen t can be 
obtained when electromagnet ic theory of scattering by a co nducting cylinder is combined wi th 
t he observ<Ltion t hat t he main co ntribu t ions to t be in tegrals representin g the halo terms arc 
supplied by ra~'s that arc almost grazing. [1] . 

From Focle's [13] investigations it is known that, in the case of perpendicular polarizat ion, 
the electric field a t t he gmzing poin t is very neitd y 1.4 times t he incident fi eld, wh er-eits straigh t 
geometricitl op tics would yield a factor of two in agreement wi th (9). H ence , it is to be expected 
t hat 

Pl. = 0. 7 (10) 

1eads to a b etter agreemen t with experimental evidence than Pl. = 1.0. 
This reasoning is unsatisfactory only in one respect. It cannot be applied to the case of 

parallel polarization because the Lotal fi eld at the surface of a perfect conductor is zero whether 
it is calculated by geometricitl op tics or by electromagnetic theory. H ence, any fini te valuc 
could be chosen for pli . The only justification for set ting 

i s th at it is the simples t assumption and that it leads to good agreemen t wi th experimen tal 
results. Howev er, a sligh tly smaller value than 1.0 might produce an even better agreemen t . 

Strictly speaking P is not a constan t but depends on the locittion of the point of the surface 
where the reflection t akes place. Thus, the incident field yielding the knife edge term would 
also have to be m ul tiplied by a similar factor p' since the strength of this field is also reduced 
very near the top of the obstacle wh ere, for perpendicular polariza tion, p' = p= 0 .7 . Since the 
zone of the plane of in tegration where p' ~ 1 is narrow compared with the firs t Fresnel zone 
the factor p' can be set equal to unity for the calcula tion of the knife edge term. On t he other 
hand, the first "Fresnel zone" in the calculation of the halo terms is so small tha t p can be se t 
equal to the constant value 0.7. It has been shown [14] that the agreement between theory 
and experiment ean be slightly improved by calcula ting the halo t erms with a varying p factor . 
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3. Detailed Theory 

The ge neral theory of the previous section may now be applied to generalize the earlier 
results [1, 2] in two directions: (a) The mountain may have a top that is more appropriately 
described by a cone. (b) Electromagnetic radiation is incident under an angle that may be 
difl'eren t from 90 degs. 

All approximate description of the obstacle would be that or a cone with a fairly small 
co ne angle, with its axis more 01' less horizontal, and with its circular base approximately 
vertical. The tip of the cone is, in general, far away from the point where the radiation crosses 
th e 0 bs tf\,Cle (fig. 2). 

The theory will be general enough to cover also another case of great practical interest 
(fig. 3). The base of the cone is essentially horizontal, its axis approximately vertical, and 
the radiation is diffracted around the obstacle at two opposite sides. In this case the cone 
angle is, in general , fairly large. 

It may be mentioned that the picture of "creeping waves" is not commensurate with this 
theory. As is typical for Huygen's Principle, all the rays from the source reaching the plane 
of integration , either directly or after reflection, generate secondary radiation. The sum of 
all these secondary wavelets at the receiver is the field E of eq (1) . Hence, the question for 
the path of radiation along the surface of the scatterer is not meaningful in this theory. 

CONE ANGLE 

/ 
~RANSM ITTER 

SUMMIT 

BASE 

CONE 
AXIS 

FIGURE 2. Diifraction by a conical obstacle where 
radiation travels arollnd one side oj the cone. i 

/' I ~ 
'/ v· 

TRANSMITTER 

"PATHS OF" 
RADIATION 

'-1 RECEIVER 

FIGURE 3. DiJ}'mclion by a conical obstacle where 
radiation can travel aro1tnd both sides oj the cone. 

3.1. Knife Edge Term 

The kni1e edge term corresponds to the "direct" path of radiation (TJ V T2 ) and is obtained 
by replacing the obstacle by a conducting half-plane . For the situation of figure 2, the resulting 
obstacle is a simple, rectangular knife edge for which the solution is well known. The knife 
edge obstacle for the case of figure 3, represents a plane obstacle of triangular shape. The 
diffraction of electromagnetic waves by such an obstacle will be dealt with in the sequel. 

Figure 4 represents a plane conducting obstacle of triangular shape as seen from the 
transmitter T. The straight line connecting transmitter T and receiver T2 , intersects the 
obstacle at B. The obstacle is subdivided into five different areas whose effects are calculated 
separately and by different methods. 

Lines band b' are drawn, through B, parallel to the edges a and a' of the obstacle. They 
include the angle cp. Lines BO and BO' are perpendicular to a and a' respectively. Finally 
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a' 

B 

FWUKE 4. Subdivision of t'riangular region into .five 
ciUj"ereni areas. 

A and B are co nnected by iL straight line. Temporarily it is assumed that TTz is perpendi cular 
to the plan e of the obstacle. This simplifying assumption will be d ropped later. 

If there is no obstacle the total unobstructed field radiated from T Lowards T~ is well 
known. The field intercepted by the obstacle can be calculated b~' Jllea llS or Kircbhofl"'s 
formula and subtracted from the total field (Babin et's Principle). For this purpose t he obstacle 
is su bdi vided into : (1) The triangular area, of i nfiniLe exten t, bounded by band b'; (2 ) Lite 
two reckmguhLl' areiLS bounded by a, b, and BO and by a', b' , and BO'; and (3) Lhe two trianglet:> 
ABC IWcl ABC'. 

The co ntribution of the triangular area bounded b.v b alld b' is </>/27r of the total field . 
This follows inllnedin,tcl? from Kirehhofl 's formula,. Th e toLal field withou t obstacle is givell 
by 

( ll ) 

where: the integration is extended over the cntire p i/we, p, </> are cylindricnl coordinates \\'illt 
origin at B . As usual , R l and R z are Lhe distances hom T 1,0 the elelllcnt of inLegraLion and 
from there 1,0 T z. 01 and O2 are the angles of incidence. 'When a triangular obstttcle bounded 
by band b' is present, Lhe upper limit of the first integral of eq (ll ) i (27r - cp) insLead 0(" 27r. 
Since the integrand is independent 0(" cp, eq (12 ) is obtained. 

(12) 

The effect of the reetangular areas can be calcul ated by exactly Lhe same method used 
in the well known treatment o[ Fresnel diffraction by a hnJ[ plane. For normal inciden ce it 
is found that thc efl'eet 0(" the rectangular area bounded by the stmight lines a, b, and Be, 
is given by 

E - jkd (l+j ) [(c 12k) ·s ( 12k )] rect. = e m . 4d.m "Y 7rd", C -J "y 7rdm C (13) 

where C and S are Fresnel's cosine and sine integrals, the meaning of c is explained by figure 5, 
a nd that of elm oy eq (18). 

To obtain the "knife cdge" term of the seattered field it is necessary to subtract, from the 
right-hand side of cq (12) , the expression (13 ), with a corresponding one Jor the other rectangular 
area and expressions for the eA'ect of the two finite triangular areas ABC and ABC'. Triangle 
ABC may be treated as example. The angles of incidence can be considered constant when 
the dimensions c and s of Lhe trittnglc (fig. 5) are slllall compared to the distance dl and d2 of 
the stations from point B . For perpendicular incidence, 01 = 02-F== O. The (negative) con
Lribution of the triangle is 

(14) 
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L 

where, 

Making the substitution: 

with 

FIG U RE 5. Notation for evaluating contribution of 
area ABC. 

X 
dfJ=- dy dx. 

c 

and integrating with respect to x, we obtain: 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The integral splits up in to the differe nce of two in tegrals. The second one is evaluated by the 
stationary phase method yielding 

(20) 

Minor changes take place when the plane of the obstacle is not perpendicular to the straight 
co nn ection TT2 For the succeeding derivations it is assumed that the decisive contribution 
to the integrals in question are m ade by surface elements dfJ whose distance p from B is small 
compared to d l and d2 so that the angle of incidence .I can be considered constant for the in te
gration , .I being the angle between TT2 and the perpendicular of the plane of tbe obstacle. 
With this assumption , the integrand of eq (ll ) can be written 

(21) 

The product cos .I dfJ can be replaced by dfJ' where dfJ' is the surface elemen t obtained by 
proj ection of dfJ onto a pl ane perpendicular to TT2 • 

Figure 6 represents a plane through the stations T, T2 ) flnd through the element of inte
gration dfJ. The distance of dfJ from B is p. D epending on the location of dfJ in the plane of 
the obstacle, angle Q assumes a value between 7r/2-.I and 7r/2+ .I. An elementary calculation 
yield s 

RI + R2= dl + d2 + (/ /dm) sin2 Q. 
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T T' 

F I GURE 6. Plane thr01lgh station TT ' for calculation 
of e.O·ect of oblique incidence on iT iangular obstacle. 

D enoting the distitnce of du' from B by p' = p sin It we can replace (21) by 

(22) 

This express ion establishes the r ule that a plane oblique obstacle must be projected onto a 
perpendiculitr pla ne and thitt the diffraction fi eld must be calculated as if tbe projection were 
the obstacle. 

3 .2. Halo Terms 

The halo terms represent the addi tional radiation due to t he smooth surface of the obstacles 
rather than the sharp edges of their pl ane substi tu tes. T he following derivittion will be 
based more 0 11 the situation of figure 2, rather tha n fig ure 3, itl though the Lbeory applie Lo 
both cases. 

If ac is the rad ius of curvaLure, it will be assumed t bat kac> > l. This would exclude the 
area near the t ip of t he cone whi ch may be import/tnt in t he case of fi gure 3. The halo terms 
obtained for Lhe cylindrical moun tain in the eitrlier publication [1 , 2 ltend towards zero with 
vani shing ac in agreemen t with experimen t. Since this theory will lead to it similar res ulL we 
feel certain t hat it can be itppli ed to any part of the co ne, be it near its tip or far itway from i t, 
al though leac> > 1 is a basis of its derivation. 

Experimental evidence does not in cl icate the existence of a special con tribu tion of Lhe tip 
of the co ne of itoy appreciable itmou n L. This is in agreemen t wit h the general experience that a 
poin t singul itri ty does not co ntribu te apprecia bly to the far field. 

I t i u nder taoditble that the mathematical ex press ion will be more involved for oblique 
incidence on a conical mo un titin tha n for norm al incide nce on a cylindrical monntitin, the litLter 
being a special ca e of t he former. The more impor titnt difference, however , is lhitt the in tegral 
over the mitthemaLical pl ane whi ch is typical of Huyge n's principle, reclu ces immediately to a. 
simple in tegral in the cylindri cal case whereas the dou ble integral must be treated much m ore 
carefully in the conical case. 

The reason is that the si tuation of the poin t of stationary phase for the in tegration parallel 
to the cylinder axis is self eviden t. For the conical obstacle and oblique incidence, the poin t of 
stationary phase must be determined by a rather laborious calculation . T his will be described 
in sever al steps. 

a . Geometrical Freliminaries 

Foll owing notatio ns will be used: P oin t o is the tip of t he cone; cone angle is 2T; alld tr ans
mitter and receiver are located at poin ts Tl a nd T2, respectively. 

T wo tangen tial planes, one through TI and another one through T2, touch the cone in the 
generatrices OUI ftnd OU2 where t he exact location of poi nts UI and U2 along the generatrices 
will be determined later. The two tangentiftl planes TIOUj and T20U2 intersect in a straight 
line ON. T he plane through the cone axis and through ON will be used as plane 2: of in te
gration in the sense of H uygen's principle. A third tangential plane is perpendicular to 2: and 
is used as base plane. 
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Figure 7 shows a ground plan of stations and conical obstacle. This figure is obtained by 
projection onto the base plane. The proj ections of poin ts onto the base plane are marked by 
brackets added to the no tation of the corr esponding points. The straight connection of points 
(Tl) and (Tz) intersects the plane of integration in A so that OA is the generatrix that lies in tbe 
base plane. The acute angle between (Tl )A and the p erpendicular to OA is called "angle of 

incidence 1;." The lengths of Tl(Tl ) and Tz(Tz) are denoted hi !tnd hz (fig. 8). They ar e taken 
positive for points under the base plane. 

A plane through A and p erpendicular to the cone axis intersects the cone in a circle whose 
center is M an d whose radius is a. Poin t~ Uz, and N are locfLted in this plane. 

It is assumed that the distance d l = (T1)A and d2 = (T2 )A ar c large compared to a, 

(23 ) 

A right-handed r ectfLngular coordin ate system with origin in 0 is used. The positive z-axis 
IS OA, the x-axis lies in tIle base plane, the y-axis in the plane of integmtion, OMAN. 

Figure 8 shows an intersection witll the plane 111U1.flU2 which is perpendicular to the cone 
aXIs. vVe set 

(24 ) 

Another poin t on the circumference of the circle is denoted Sl and, 

(25) 

A ray tmnsmit ted from Tl and incident at Sl is r efl ected by the cone so that it intersects 
the plane of integration, x= O, in V. R ay Sl V seem s to com e from the image T; of point T l • 

Points Tl and Tf are symmetrical to the tangen tial plane through generatrix OSlo (In general, 
none of the points T I , TL V lies in the plane of fig . 8.) 

Any other ray transmitted from Tl and incid ent at one of the points of generatrix OSl, is 
reflected as if i t com es from Tf and intersects the plane of integration in a point of the straight 
line OV. 

Generatrix OA will be called summit of the mountain. The radius of curvature of the 
mountain at point A is obtained by putting a plane perpendicular to the summit through A, 
which intersects the cone axis in the center of the osculating circle M'. Hence, the radius of 
curvature in this cross section is Zo tan T= a/cos T. The radius of curvature in the cross section 
of a plane through TIAT2 (which contains also )1;]') is 

ac= a/ (cos T cos t) . 

o 
.-- --1-. _._._._x_ 

D2 
tt+-----'=-------:> (T2) 

hi 

J 
A 

A 

T' I 

z 
0-

",-0 
o ~ n 

~ ?5 ~~ <I a:: III V 
...J W , 
11.1-

~ / 
/ 'N 

(26) 

BASE PLA NE 

FIG U RE 7. Plan view oj stations and conical 
obstacle. FIGURE 8. Yiew in plane perpendicular to cone axis. 
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The angles of incidence occurring in eqs (6) and (7) can be approximated by t or 7r + L 
respectively. Substituting (3), (4 ), (6), and (7 ) into (1), we obtain 

E=1: {eO+ pel+ pe2+ pzeIZ} (27) 

where eo, e1, C2, el2 are integrals characterized by the paths of radiation T1171\, TIS1 VTz, Tl VSZT 2, 

T1S1 VS2Tz. Being slowly varying funct ions the distances R I, R; + rl, R2 , R~+rz in the denomi
nators of (3), (4), (6), and (7) can be approximated by d l and dz, respectively. 
Hence, 

(28) 

(28 ' ) 

(28' ') 

The expression for ez is obtained from (28' ) by an exchange or subscripts "1" and "2" . 

b . Determination of the point of stationary phase 

In this subsection a series or calculation will b e briefl y described which are r equired for 
the evaluation or the integrals (28' ) and (28" ). The integral for ('I will be co nsidered in p ilr tic
ular . 

Point V h as been obtained by r efl ection or radiation at poin t SI, another point V' is obtained 
by refl ection at a slightly differ ent point whose corresponding angle is >/; + d>/; instead of >/;. 

Th e double integral for the summ ation of t he co ntribution of all the wavelets is carried 
out in two steps, first a simple integral over a narrow tria ngular strip VOlT' which extends to 
infini ty beyond V and V', foll owed hy anoth er simple integral over the difFeren t strips from 
>/; = 0 up. 

The integration over one strip is done by the stationary phase method. The point of 
stationary phase is obtained by putting a plane through 011 and Tz and. foldin g it up by tilting 
i t about OVuntiJ it coin cides with plane OVT;. By this operation point Tz is brought to T ; . 
The straight line T ; T ; intersects OV at the point or stationary phase and the length of T ; n 
determines the phase of the radiation ttITiving from TI at T2 a fter reflection hom the cone and 
reradiation . 

T he details or the calculations shall not given here .4 They are simplified by the ass umption 
of small scattering angles so that powers of higher than first order in >/;0 ar e negl ected. From 
the corresponding calculations [1] for normal incidence on cylindrical mountains it is co ncluded 
that powers up to the third in >/; must be carried. Mixed terms in >/;0 >/;3 have bem} disregarded 
as the numerical calculations for the cylinder [1 ] ha ve shown th 11t their effect on the r esult is 
negligible. 

c . Eva luation of the Integrals 

The substitu tion (29) can be made in the exponent of eq (28' ), 

R;+ rl+ li\ = Dist (T; T;)+o DLst ( T~ T; ) . 

I t can b e shown that 4 

• For deta ils, see: RCA Victor Re£earch Rc pt. N o. 7- 100, 4. 
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When corresponding substitutions are mnde in (28) and (28" ) the eqs (31), (32), and (33) are 
obtained. 

eo=2 c(~~; II exp [ -jk { Dist (Tl VTz) + c~;~ s Be } ] dS (3 1) 

el= 2 C~I~; II Div (SI) exp [ -jk { Dist (T; T t) + co:,: S Be } ] dS (3 2) 

elz=2 c~~; II Div (SI) Div (S2) exp [ -jk { D ist (T; T~*)+ co;,: S Be } JlS. (3 3) 

The integration of the factor of (32) that depends on ~' 
where: 

~2k ( = - Z cos s d~ 
7rG m 

is achieved by the stationary phase method. 

Substituting this expression into (32) together with some added manipulations , 

jk _~dm ae exp (j7r/4) I / (3 + 2f ) [- ·k D· t (T'T*)]d 
4 el - 2d l ,x X se exp J IS 1 2 X 7r 7r jG 2 cos S 

where: 

and 

x= (cos S cos 7)f· 

(34) 

(35) 

Comparison of (34) and (35) with eqs (13b) and (14) through (17) of [1] yields immediately 
the result that the first halo term is exactly the same in both cases if a is replaced by a e/coss 
and f o by f sc 

The third halo term represented by el2 is calculated in a corresponding manner. As has 
been pointed out [1] the angles f on the two sides of the plane of integration are not, in general, 
equal in magnitude. However, a mean value for f is assumed to b e sufficiently accurate. 

It can b e found that 

(36) 

Again a comparison with eqs (21) and (22) of [1) shows that t he third halo term is the same 
if a is r eplaced by ac/coss and f o by f sc . 

A more accurate calculation yields an additional term to the expression (36) for Dist 
( T~ T~ * ), 

d. Correction Factors 

A last r emark shall be made with r espect to the correction factors P II and P 1- which were 
discussed at the end of section 2. It has still to be shown that p1-=+O.7 also for oblique 
incidence. 
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A convenient way makes use of formulas published by J. R. Wait [15 , 16J. Wait studies 
oblique in cidence of a pl ane wave on a cylinder by means of a series expansion. Since he con
s iders the case of parallel polarization, the easiest ' 'lay of using his equations is to consider the 
perpendicular component of the magnetic vector H! for a cylinder of infinite permeability 
which b ehaves like the electric vector for infinite conductivity. With , Vait' s notations, from 
M axwell 's equations , 

-lej 1) H~= oE~/o (p¢)- oEUoZ. 

S ubstitu ting from his eqs (3) and (6) for E : and E; and setting ¢= 7r/2, p= a, 

ETs- E o" J ;.(v) E:T(2 )() • ('k . ) 
p-- - 1)V L..J H /i ZJ ' (v) :I n V exp -J Z cos IJ+ J¢t 

where I n and H;~) are the Bessel and Hankel functions in the usual notations, aud his v is, 
with our notations, 

v= ka sin t 
It follows tha t, 

lETS 1- E o /' " J~(v) ET (2) () I 
p - - 1)V L..J H.,l2)' (v) n V • 

Fock [131 has investigated tbe CRse t = 7r/2 and lea> >1. H e found it numerical value for 
IH!I/Eo which is independent of a. H ence, III!IIEo is independent of v and , consequenLly, it IS 

a lso independent of t when t~ 7r/2. 

4. Experiment 

4.1 . Apparatus and Technique 

Experimental m easurem ents of power diffracted by smooth half-co ni cal mountains h ave 
been performed in Lhe K-band I req ueney range using model tech niques. T il e details of th e 
experimenLal arrangem ent have been discussed previously [1 ]. 

Two ovedapping, perfeeLly conducting, co nical mounLains of 15° half-a ngle were used in 
t he inves tiga tions. The first was co nnected Lo a knife edge obst ru cLion wit h a tr a nsition into 
a 15° co ne which exte nded to a lea of abouL 200 . Th e second was a compl ete half-co ne and 
covered the range of lea = O Lo 400. Th e knife edge co ne transiLion was used in order to prov id e 
a n automaLic nonnalizaLion of Llle r eceived power as a fUll cLion of erl"ect ive radius of the cone 
t o th e power diO'racted b y a knife-edge (lea = O) obs tacle. Thus a continuous plot of diffracted 
power for different lea valu es ranging from 0 to 330 was poss ible by moving t he cones perpendicu
lar to t be plane joining a fixed transmitter-receiver 10caLion before end effect s becam e of conse
qu ence. In all measurements the surface of the co ne (and t he knife edge) w as either parallel 
or perpendicular to the incid ent electric vector so that cross-polarization effects would not b e 
present. 

4.2. Diffraction by Conical Mountains 

The power behind a conducting conical mountain as function of lea e(k = 27rjA, ae= eil'ec tive 
radius of the cone in the vertical plane containing both transmitter and r eceiver) for normally 
in ciden t (1 = 0) electromagnetic waves at the grazing angle is shown in figure g. A large 
difference between the two polarizations exis ts with the vertically polarized field which increases 
with radius of curvature b eing much stronger than the horizontally polarized field which de
creases with radius of curvature (lea e) . The measurem ents agree well with th e express ion for 
power at grazing incid ence derived earli er. 

A complete family of m easurements of power variation with lea e when the electromagn et ic 
energy is normally inciden t on a conical mountain for different r eceiver posi tions (i.e. , cl ifreren t 
sca ttering angles) is shown in figure lOa, for vertical polarization , and ill figure lOb for hori
zontal polarization. 

The variation of power difl'raeted b~' a conical obs tacle with scattering an gle is shown in 
figure 11 . As for a cylindrical mountain, the r eceived power for vertical polarizat ion increases 
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with ka c, while the reverse is true for horizontal polarization. In addition, the slope of the 
power variation with scattering (diffraction) a ngle becomes steeper with increasing curvature 
for horizontal polarizat ion and remains essentially the same as for a knife edge in the case 
of ver tical polarization. The agreement with theory appears satisfactory. 

Th e power distribution behind a conical mountain for ka c = 327 is shown in figure 12. 
These should be compared to the power variation behind a knife edge obstacle [1] . Calculations 
of It he power for grazing incidence are shown and agree well with t he measurements. 
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